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Abstract
The spin-2 graviton excitations in the Randall-Sundrum gravity model
provides a t-channel contribution to electron Compton scattering which
competes favourably with the standard QED contributions. The phe-
nomenological implications of these contributions to the unpolarized and
polarized cross-sections are evaluated.
The Standard model (SM) has so far been very successful for explaining
most experimental observations relevant to the model. However, it has one
very ugly feature namely the hierarchy problem, which refers to the enormous
difference in the order of magnitude of the Planck scale (Mpl ∼ 1019GeV) and
the weak scale (∼ 1TeV). Recent ideas that have been proposed to solve the
problem introduce extra compact spatial dimensions. In the first idea proposed
in this direction, given by Arkani-Hamed, Dimopoulos and Dvali (ADD)[1],
spacetime was a direct product of a four dimensional Minkowski spacetime and
a compact n-manifold. While gravity was free to propagate through the extra
n-spatial dimensions as well, SM fields were restricted to the four-dimensional
spacetime. The Planck-scale in (4+n)-dimensional world could be much much
smaller than Mpl - even as low as the TeV scale. The weakness of gravity for
distances ≫ compact dimension arises not because of a fundamental weakness
of gravitational interaction but because of SM-fields being restricted to lie on a
brane of the entire (4+n)-dimensional spacetime.
Phenomenologically, the ADD-model implies the existence of a large number
of ‘massive’ gravitons coupled with (four-dimensional) Planck strength to SM-
particles, with masses ranging from near zero to some high TeV scale Ms.
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An alternative scenario considered first by Randall and Sundrum (RS)[2],
the extra dimension is a single S1/Z2 orbifold with 3-branes residing at the
boundaries of the spacetime. With suitably tuned brane tensions and a bulk
cosmological constant, RS obtain a non-factorizable metric
ds2 = e−2krc|φ|ηµνdx
µdxν − r2cdφ2 (1)
as a solution of five-dimensional Einstein equations. Here φǫ[−π, π] is the fifth
coordinate with φ and −φ identified. rc is the radius of the fifth dimension and
k is a parameter ∼Mpl. Choosing krc ∼ 12, this model also solves the hierarchy
problem. Phenomenologically , the RS-model gives rise to a discrete series of
‘heavy’ gravitons of increasing mass which couple with SM-particles with weak
interaction strength (referred to now on as KK).
Phenomenological consequences of these excited ‘gravitons’ would naturally
be felt at TeV-scale processes. In situations where the normal SM contributions
are absent or small for some reason the KK-contributions are obviously the ones
that are best suited for testing the theory. One such vertex is the KK-γγ vertex
which exists in this theory, whereas the corresponding Zγγ or Hγγ vertices
are absent [3]. The existence of the KK-γγ vertex would imply a t-channel
pole contribution to the Compton-scattering process γ + e → γ + e. The SM-
contribution with s- and u-channel electron pole will have comparable strength
and hence the KK-contribution will show up in the cross-section of this process.
The feasibility of performing the Compton process using backscattering laser
beams in the NLC has been discussed by Davoudiasl [4], who has also calculated
the effect of ADD-type excitations on the process. Phenomenologically, the RS-
model has differences from the ADD and it will be useful to examine Compton
scattering in the RS-model as well. In this note we carry out the analysis not
only to see the nature of changes in the cross-section compared to SM, but also
to see if the process at high energies can distinguish between the two gravity
models.
We consider the process
γ(k1) + e(p1)→ γ(k2) + e(p2)
and neglect the electron mass. The invariant amplitude for this process is de-
noted by Mλ1,λ2,λ3,λ4(s, t, u) where s, t, u are the usual Mandelstam variables
and λ1, λ2, λ3, λ4 denote respectively the helicities of initial photon, initial elec-
tron, final photon and final electron. The interaction of the KK-excitations h
(n)
αβ
with SM-fields is described by the interaction Lagrangian [5];
L = − 1
Λpi
· Tαβh(n)αβ (2)
where Tαβ is the SM-energy momentum tensor. The constant Λpi is related to
the parameters of RS metric and the Planck scale by
Λpi = Mpl · e−krcpi. (3)
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Figure 1: Diagrams for high energy Compton scattering, (a) and (b) are the
usual QED contributions, whereas (c) represents the contribution from exchange
of a KK-graviton
For purposes of phenomenological parametrization it is more convenient to
choose the mass of the lowest KK-resonance m1 and
(
k
Mpl
)
as independent
parameters with
Λ−1pi =
(
k
Mpl
)
·
(
x1
m1
)
,
where x1 is the first zero of J1(x). For our numerical evaluation, we shall fix m1
at a reasonable value of 600GeV and vary
(
k
Mpl
)
over a range of values within
the acceptable limits [5].
With the Lagrangian, equation (2), added to the standard Q.E.D. Lagrangian,
the amplitudes for the diagrams of figure (1) work out to be
M++++(s, t, u) = M−−−−(s, t, u) =
8πα
√
s√−u −
12∑
i=1
2s
3
2
√−u
Λ2pi(m
2
i − t)
(4)
M+−+−(s, t, u) = M−+−+(s, t, u) =
8πα
√−u√
s
+
12∑
i=1
2u
√−su
Λ2pi(m
2
i − t)
(5)
with all other amplitudes vanishing. We have retained in the summation in the
right hand side of equation (4) and (5) the first 12 resonaces, having checked
that the terms left out contribute less than 1%. In equations (4) and (5), mi’s
are the masses of the KK-resonance of the spin-2 graviton in the RS model,
given by
mi =
(
k
Mpl
)
Λpi · xi
where the xi’s are the zeroes of the Bessel function J1(x). Thus, for a given
m1, which we have taken to be 600 Gev., the mi’s are simply in proportion to
the xi’s. In the limit of vanishing electron-mass, the contribution of the KK-
exchange graphs like the QED-contribution conserve both electron and photon
3
helicities.
The differential cross-section for the two different initial electron polariza-
tions j (j = ±1) are then given by
(
dσ
dΩ
)
j
=
1
64π2s
· |M+j+j |2 . (6)
The γ-beams are produced by backscattering of laser beams off electron beams;
it is thus more appropriate to express the polarized cross-sections in terms of
the helicities of the original laser beam (pl) and the helicity of the electron beam
(pe) from which it was backscattered [4]. Since the backscattered photon carries
only a fraction x of the energy of the electron beam, the Mandelstam variables
entering the amplitudes M will be (xs, xt, xu) instead of (s, t, u). The fraction
x theoretically has the maximum value
xmax =
z
1 + z
, z =
4EeEl
m2e
(7)
where El and Ee respectively are the energies of the laser beam and the electron
beam from which it is backscattered. From equation (7), the value of xmax
approaches unity as z tends towards infinity with El increasing indefinitely.
However as El increases, e
+e− are produced more and more because of the
interaction of the laser beam with the backscattered photons [6]. The luminosity
of the beam therefore erodes rapidly. An optimal value of z is thus finite and is
given by [6]
zopt = 2(1 +
√
2) (8)
which is the value we would use in equation (7). For a given value of x, pl, and
pe, the photon number density f(x, pe, pl) and the average helicity ξ2(x, pe, pl)
are given by [4]:
f(x, pe, pl) = N
−1
[
1
1− x + (1− x)− 4r(1 − r)− rplpez(2r − 1)(2− x)
]
(9)
ξ2(x, pe, pl) =
1
Nf(x)
{
pe
[
x
1− x + x(2r − 1)
2
]
− pl(2r − 1)
(
1− x+ 1
1− x
)}
(10)
where r =
x
z(1− x) and
N = ln(1 + z) ·
(
1− 4
z
− 8
z2
)
+
1
2
+
8
z
− 1
2(z + 1)2
+pepl ·
[
ln(1 + z)
(
1 +
2
z
)
− 5
2
+
1
1 + z
− 1
2(z + 1)2
]
(11)
For a given ξ2 and a polarization pe2 the electron beam undergoing Compton
scattering, the cross-section can be written in terms of the projection operators
4
Pij =
1
4 (1 + (−1)iξ2).(1 + (−1)jpe2) as
dσ
dΩ
=
1
64π2
∫
f(x) dx
xs
[
P++ |M++++(xs, xt)|2 + P+− |M+−+−(xs, xt)|2+
P−+ |M−+−+(xs, xt)|2 + P−− |M−−−−(xs, xt)|2
]
=
1
128π2
∫
f(x) dx
xs
[(
1 + ξ2pe2
2
)
|M++++(xs, xt)|2+
(
1− ξ2pe2
2
)
|M+−+−(xs, xt)|2
]
(12)
where we have made use of parity invariance. For computational purposes, we
restrict the x integration in equation (12) to xǫ[0.1, xmax] and for computing
the total cross-sections from equation (12), we made the cut θCMǫ[
pi
6 ,
5pi
6 ] as has
been done in [4]. Figures 2-4 are our results for the unpolarized and polarized
cross-sections for a range of values of the parameter ( k
Mpl
). For comparison, the
corresponding SM-values and the values based on ADD-scenarios as calculated
in [4] for n=4 and Ms = 2 TeV are also given.
The cross-sections in the present case as a function of s show an interesting
pattern. At low s, the cross-section remains below the SM value, with the differ-
ence increasing with the parameter k/Mpl. This is because in the present case
both the SM and the graviton exchange contributions are real and of opposite
signs. The graviton contribution which increases with increasing k/Mpl thus
reduces the amplitude and lowers the cross-section. With increasing energy, the
graviton contribution starts dominating and for k/Mpl above 0.05 starts dom-
inating the amplitude from
√
s = 1TeV resulting in a monotonic behaviour of
the cross-section with the parameter k/Mpl in that range. In the case where
the graviton enters as a direct channel resonance [5], the situation is different.
There the SM contribution and the graviton contribution add up constructively
throughout resulting in a monotonic dependence of the cross-section with the
parameter k/Mpl.
Our results show that for values of the parameter k/Mpl equal to 0.10, the
cross-sections are much higher than for SM as for SM with the inclusion of ADD
grvitons, as
√
s exceed 1 TeV. However, for a lower value of k/Mpl=0.05, the
deviation from SM does not occur till
√
s = 1.5TeV. For even lower values of
k/Mpl deviations from SM would occur at even higher value of s. As discussed
in reference 5, arguments based on heterotic string theory favour k/Mpl = 0.01
and our results show that for such low values of the parameter, differences with
SM would be insignificant all the way up to
√
s = 2 TeV. This is similar to the
direct observation signal of resonant peaks in the reaction e+e− → µ+µ−[5],
where for k/Mpl = 0.01 the resonant peak is about ten times the background;
for a lower k/Mpl = 0.01, the peak practically disappears.
The polarized cross-section results show that the cross-section for the (+,−,+)
combination of (pe1, pl1, pl2) dominates over the other combinations in the TeV
range. This is expected since the energy distribution of the backscattered
photons is strongly peaked for the polarizaion combination pe1, pl1 = −1 [7].
5
This, combined with the helicity dependence of the amplitudes (12) makes the
(+,−,+) cross-sections the largest one at energies in the TeV range.
The signature of the presence of spin-2 graviton exchange is different in the
present case than the one for e+e− → µ+µ− [5]. The angular dependence of
the cross-section, once the KK-term starts dominating is peaked in the forward
direction unlike the pure SM case, where the differential cross-section is peaked
in the backward direction. This feature of course is shared also in the ADD
scenario. However, for high values of k/Mpl where the cross-sections in the RS
scenario are much higher than in the ADD scenario, the pattern of the forward
peaking in the two cases is different. Wheras in the ADD case, the differential
cross-section in the forward direction to the one at θ = pi2 is a factor around 3,
in the RS-case, it is over 10. Hopefully, this feature may help discriminate be-
tween the two models if high energy cross-sections reveal the presence of spin-2
graviton exchange in the t-channel.
In terms of significance of the cross-section experimentally, the feature of the
total cross-section that to begin with at the low energy side, the cross-section
should be lower than the SM value and then should start increasing, ultimately
becoming greater than the SM value should be the most interesting one. The
exact values where the changeover occurs of course depends very much on the
parameter k/Mpl. Formally, we can calculate a χ
2 defined as
χ2 = L
(σ(SM +RS)− σ(SM))2
σ(SM)
(13)
where L is the integrated luminosity over the period of observation and the σ’s
refer to cross-sections in the present model and in SM. The value of χ2 is of
course a function of s and assuming a value of L = 100(fb)−1, we get the values
as listed in table I. Noting that a 95% confidence level implies a value of χ2
around 2.7, it seems from the table that it will be possible to see a signature of
the RS-graviton resonances in electron compton scattering in the TeV range if
the value of the parameter is not too low.
In conclusion, experimental study of electron Compton scattering in the TeV
range which is feasible with laser backscattering of electron beams in the NLC
would be very useful for revealing the direct coupling to γγ of spin-2 Kaluza-
Klein type excitations present in Weak scale Quantum gravity theories. This
feature will not be shared in other scenarios like supersymmetry extensions of
SM for new Physics at the TeV scale.
S.R.Choudhury thanks Prof.B.McKellar and the School of Physics, Univer-
sity of Melbourne for their hospitality.
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Figure 3: The total polarized cross-sections as a function of energy: (a) and
(b) correspond to the RS model with k/Mpl=0.05 and 0.10 respectively, (c)
corresponds to SM and SM+ADD value (evaluated with n=4, Ms = 2TeV and
ω = +1).
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Figure 4: Unpolarized differential cross-section at
√
s = 1.5TeV in the RS model
for k/Mpl = 0.10 (a) and 0.05 (b). For comparison, the SM value as well as
value for SM+ADD (evaluated with n=4, Ms = 2TeV and ω = +1) are shown.
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Figure 5: Polarized differential cross-section for the dominant combination
pe1, pl1, pe2 (+,−,+) at
√
s = 1.5TeV for k/Mpl=0.10 (a) and 0.05 (b). For
comparison SM and SM+ADD values (evaluated for parameters as in figure 4)
are also shown.
k/Mpl
√
s=0.5 TeV
√
s=1.0 TeV
0.01 10−3 0.04
0.05 1.64 8.41
0.10 16.01 326
Table 1: Table showing χ2 values for two values of s, calculated through equation
(13) for the cross sections evaluated in the present calculation including SM and
RS-model KK exchange contribution.
